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1. Define the term "an eigenvalue" of a linear transfomation.

Explaiu what is mealt by "a linear translormatiou is diagonalizable."

(a) Prove that eigenvectors that conespolding to distirct eigenvalues

of a linear transformaliott T : V --+ V are Iinearly indepeldent,

where I/ is a iector space.

(b) Prove that if ? is a linear trarslormation such that ?2 : I then

the sum of all eigenvalues of ? i6 an intege..

Find the eigenvalues for the linear transiormation ? : 0?3 --,,+ 1l?3

such that ?(r, !, z) = @ + 2y + 22, :x + 2a - z, r+A+42)
wh.ro ,, y, ' r F.

further lind a non-singnlar rnatrix P such that P r,4.P is diago-

nal, where A is the matrlx represetrtation of ?.



(a). D€fne the texm "slew- symmetric,' as applied to an /r x n matrix.

Let ,4 be a real skew-symmet c matdx with eigenvalue ,\.

i. Prove trhai l is zero or purely imaginary, and f is also an

eigenvalue of /.
ii. If (,4 - )I)'?a = 0 ard y = (,4 - ),I)a then by evaluating (y),g,

shbw that y = 0, where g and z are 4-column vectors.

(b) Find an orthogonal tra,nsformation which reducee the following

quadralic Iorm to a diagonal lorm

2r1+ 54+ 2't + 4r',z + 4'2ri +20nx.

3, Let ,11 and )2 be two distinct roots of the equation I I - ,\A l= 0,

wherc A and B are real symmetric matrice6 and let u1 and u2 be two

vectors satisfying (,4 - ),4)u, = 0 lor r = 1,2. Prove thar TBx,=O.

Simultaneously reduce the following pair of quadratic forms

tl + ttr + sZ + zsxh - 2arn 3 - 2tt rtz
3a1+ xl+ 34- 2'213 - 2'$x + 2rfl)2

la*
4r=



4. (a) Defne the minimum polynomial of a square matrix.

State and prove the Cayley-Hamilton theorem.

Find the minimum polynomial of the matrix ,4 given by

5 00
200
o 42
035

(b) State Gram-schmidt procese and use i1, to find the qrthonormal

set for 6pd.n ot S in F3, where S = { (1, 1, l), (0, 1, t), (0, 0, l)}.


